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a b s t r a c t

Oxide dispersed strengthened (ODS) steel is an important candidate for Gen-IV reactors. Oxide
embedded in Fe can help to trap irradiation defects and enhances the strength of steel. It was observed in
this study that the size of oxide has a profound impact on the depinning mechanism. For smaller sizes,
the oxide acts as a void; thus, letting the dislocation bypass without any shear. On the other hand, oxides
larger than 2 nm generate new dislocation segments around themselves. The depinning is similar to that
of Orowan mechanism and the strengthening effect is likely to be greater for larger oxides. It was found
that higher shear deformation rates produce more fine-tuned stress-strain curve. Both molecular dy-
namics (MD) simulations and BKS (Bacon-Knocks-Scattergood) model display similar characteristics
whereby establishing an inverse relation between the depinning stress and the obstacle distance. It was
found that (110)oxide jj (111)Fe (oriented oxide) also had similar characteristics as that of (100)oxide jj
(111)Fe but resulted in an increased depinning stress thereby providing greater resistance to dislocation
bypass. Our simulation results concluded that critical depinning stress depends significantly on the size
and orientation of the oxide.
© 2019 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The materials in advanced fission and fusion reactors entail
higher-level strength in order to endure stringent irradiation cri-
terion. Irradiation effects in structural materials are initiated by
incident particles that result in production of point defects and
dislocations. The atomic scale modeling provides a comprehensive
mechanism to study properties of these materials and their defect
interaction with obstacles. Therefore, a thorough understanding of
defects’ evolution can help in the selection of better radiation
resistant materials, suitable for extended service conditions.

Fe-based ODS alloys are considered as one of the most prom-
ising candidate materials for advanced fission and fusion reactors
due to their higher thermal stability, high temperature creep and
corrosion resistance. It has been reported that radiation can affect
the size of oxide along-with creation of amorphization [1e3]. Re-
searchers concluded that oxide particles having ranges up to 3 nm
act as coherent solute-enriched clusters while larger sizes act as
ng).
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near-stoichiometric complex particles [4]. As we know that dislo-
cation obstacle interactions have profound effect on its mechanical
properties. Therefore, mechanical properties and radiation resis-
tance response of ODS steel significantly relies upon the size of
oxide and achieving a higher understanding of dislocation nucle-
ation in the radiation environment is crucial for determining the
strength of any material [5,6]. The phenomenon of precipitate
hardening enhance structural strengthening, but it increase
embrittlement [7]. For the same reason, nature and mechanism of
dislocation hindrance through presence of nano-oxides needs to be
thoroughly explained [8,9].

Stress-driven dynamics of dislocation have been a topic of in-
terest during the past decade [10,11]. Two kinds of interaction
mechanisms have been reported in literature when investigating
temperature effects [12]. One kind is that of the Orowan mecha-
nism which is repulsive in nature while the second type exhibits
attraction commonly at extreme temperatures in accordance with
Srolovitz mechanism [12,13]. Climbing has also been observed
when dislocation encounters a hard or non-shearable obstacle.

Terentyev et al. [14] mentioned that nature of the obstacle
determines the interaction mechanism. They have found that the
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stress required to overcome any kind of obstacle present within a
material depends upon size, orientation, temperature and
composition of the oxide. Zhang et al. [15] pointed out that a
material's yield strength is dependent on the size and number
density of nano-sized precipitates as seen by APT and Cs-
corrected TEM. Another critical factor effecting oxides' strength-
ening mechanism is intrinsic defects or defects produces during
work hardening. During shear deformation, edge dislocations can
emit or absorb Frenkel pairs which can make a dislocation climb.
These F-pairs can be absorbed by dislocations which can later-on
produce short segments of climbs around obstacles [16,17]. Leh-
tinen et al. [18] observed pinning and depinning mechanism
during edge dislocation for different sizes and types of pre-
cipitates. They evaluated that the size transformation of oxides
resulted in the advent of Orowan loop around it. It was observed
that higher and consistent shear stress can multiply loops since
the movement of dislocations is repelled by short-range stresses.
For smaller oxides (�2 nm), the dislocations bypass without
producing any loops around the oxides [10]. Dislocation dynamics
results by Keyhani et al. [19] concluded that the motion of
dislocation lines are similar to that of Orowan but it followed
cutting mechanism as there was no observable loop when
dislocation bypassed the precipitate.

Interaction of single/multiple edge/screw dislocations with Cu/
Cr/C fine precipitates or voids in Fe and composite materials have
been performed experimentally as well as through atomistic sim-
ulations [17,20e28]. MD simulations method is a significant tool in
comprehending the mechanism caused by dislocation interactions
and nucleation in composite materials as it is a challenging task to
analyze it experimentally [29e31]. During atomistic simulations by
Osetsky et al. [27], size variations of oxides were found to have a
profound effect on dislocation-precipitates/void interaction
mechanism. D�er�es et al. [32] discovered that dislocation in-
teractions with nano-voids could be a probable cause of radiation
hardening in alpha Fe. Additionally, it was demonstrated that
critical shear resolved stress (CRSS) is inversely proportional to the
inter obstacle distance whilst establishing obstacle size depen-
dence on depinning mechanism. Meanwhile, Proville et al. [33]
investigated size effects on dislocation depinning mechanism in
FCC metals and compared their atomistic simulation results with
BKS theoretical model. Xiang et al. [34] reported that dislocation-
obstacle interaction is also dependent on their relative location
and distance. Singh et al. [35] performed atomistic simulation of
edge dislocation interaction and found out that critical shear stress
and strengthening mechanism predominantly depends upon size
as well as orientation of the oxide/Fe.

Although numerous MD simulations and relative studies have
been performed on the strengthening effects of Fe with different
nano-sized obstacles [10,14,18,36e53]. To the best of authors’
knowledge, Fe embedded Y2O3 oxides have been not reported
hitherto.

In the present study, we have performed MD simulations to
study the interaction between a single edge dislocation and Y2O3 in
Fe-based ODS composite model. The study specifically considered
the effect of oxides’ sizes, deformation speed and orientation of
oxide-Fe interface. Furthermore, interaction mechanism for each
size was also analyzed. Critical depinning stress for (100)oxide jj
(111)Fe model was calculated by BKS model. Subsequently, critical
depinning stress for (110)oxide jj (111)Fe model was also calculated to
form a comprehensive relative analysis of the two models. Our
results are in accordance with the simulation studies reported by
the relevant literatures. The computational details have been
described in the next section, followed by results and discussion
part.
2. Computational details

All MD simulations are performed with LAMMPS code [54]. The
crystal structure of Y2O3 is cubic with space group Ia-3, having
body-centered symmetry of 80 atoms in each unit cell. The 32 Y
atoms in the structure occupy 8(b) & 24(d) sites while 48 O atoms
are positioned on 48(e) general sites respectively [55]. Y2O3 has a
lattice constant of 1.06 nm as reported by Hanic et al. [56]. In our
simulation the most stable structure of Y2O3 lattice parameter was
achieved at 1 nm. Fe has a BCC structure with lattice parameter of
0.2886 nm. Initially, Y2O3 is relaxed for 30 ps at 300 K by NPT
ensemble. Y2O3 is a type of ionic crystal. Various properties of Y2O3
have been elaborated in detail by the original charge model po-
tential and further substantiated by various researchers [5,57e60].
While conducting thermal relaxation, the model's structural sta-
bility is enhanced by setting valence charges as electronic charge
i.e. Y (þ3) and O (�2).

By following the method of Bacon and co-authors [61], initial
coordinate axes of the Fe box are oriented along [111], [�1-12] and
[1e10] directions. Queyreau [62] discussed that in BCC Fe, favorable
dislocations exist in {110} and {112} planes. An edge dislocation
with Burgers vector b¼ a/2[111] in (110) slip plane has been created
by deleting a layer of Fe atoms. Thermal relaxation procedure is
performed through NPT ensemble at 300 K for 50 ps

Initially, distance between dislocation core in Fe and the center
of oxide is equal to 7.25 nmwhich is nearly one quarter of Lx. Before
further relaxation, a few Fe atoms within the range of 0.2 nm at
oxide - Fe interface have been deleted to avoid overlapping. The
composite model is relaxed again for another 50 ps at same tem-
perature with periodic boundary conditions (PBC) applied in all
directions. However, we introduced some free space at x and z
boundaries since PPPM summation method requires periodic
boundaries for electrostatic interactions. In LAMMPS, the pair style
for long-range coulombic interaction is solved by performing
computation in K-space which uses particle-particle particle-mesh
(PPPM) solver method for optimization of charged model.

The shear deformation simulations are performed on an edge
dislocation model having different oxide sizes embedded at center
of the simulation box. The shear deformation of the simulation box
is calculated by using t ¼ Fx=Axy where Fx is shear deformation
applied along x-axis and Axy is area in xy plane. The simulation box
is divided into three portions i.e. upper, lower, and middle. The
upper and lower parts are kept rigidly fixedwhile themiddle part is
mobile during simulation. The shear deformation is applied on
upper part of the box by moving it with different speeds along the
x-direction. The edge dislocation is set in motion due to relative
displacement between upper side and the rest of simulation box.

In the second part of our study, simulation for the orientation
effect of oxide (4 nm) was investigated in the same manner. In
composite model, the orientation of Y2O3 is either [100]-[010]-
[001], (denoted as (100)oxide jj (111)Fe) or [101]-[010]-[-101]
(denoted as (110)oxide jj (111)Fe). The latter one is dominant inter-
face orientation correlation in ODS steel as reported by Klimiankou
et al. [63].

The schematic diagram prior to applied deformation is illus-
trated in Fig. 1. Table 1 shows the detail of each model under our
study. The evolution of atomic structure was analyzed by Visuali-
zation tool OVITO and DXA module (Dislocation Extraction Algo-
rithm) was used to analyze the dislocation core, its movement and
Burgers vector calculation [64].

The choice of interatomic potential is the most crucial param-
eter for modeling in MD simulations. For an effective MD simula-
tion, it is necessary that interatomic potential should be
computationally effective and should reproduce the physical
properties of a material. But only a limited number of interatomic



Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the simulation setup containing an edge disloca-
tion, a slip plane and a Y2O3 oxide at center.
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potentials are being reported for FeeYeO composite materials
[58,59,65e67]. Out of these limited choices, interatomic potentials
formulated by Hammond et al. [67] was found to be the most
appropriate. This empirical pairwise potential was originally
designed to offer a tractable method FeeYeTieO system with
economical computational cost and its cohesive energy and energy
per atoms are consistent with DFT calculations. In order to ensure
reliable performance of our model with aforementioned potential,
we performed multiple simulations to test structural stability of Fe,
Y2O3 and their composites. We also found this potential to be the
Table 1
Distribution details of each model under study with their composition.

Y2O3 diameter
(nm)

Atoms in oxide Dimension (in lattice
spacing)

Total
(111)F

2 43 60 � 40 � 40 76691
3 180 60 � 40 � 40 76686
4 391 (384 for (110)oxide jj

(111)Fe)
60 � 40 � 40
60 � 50 � 40
60 � 60 � 40
60 � 70 � 40
60 � 80 � 40

76682
95855
11502
13420
15337

6 1311 60 � 40 � 40 76671

Fig. 2. MD snapshots for edge dislocation depinning separated by L¼(Ly-d)
most suitable one for our case.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Effect of size and mechanism

The effects of oxide sizes on depinning mechanism is clearly
represented in Fig. 2(aed) in which oxides of different sizes and
their interaction mechanism are shown. DXA analysis of different
time steps for size 2 nm shows that dislocation line bows around
the oxide without entering it. In this case, the oxide acts as a void
due to partial absorption of dislocation and no shearing within the
oxide is seen post bypass (Fig. 2 (a)). For oxide sizes greater than
2 nm, new dislocation segments are generated during shearing as
indicated in Fig. 2(bed) which would apparently act as further
obstacle for subsequent dislocationmotions. It is evident that a part
of the dislocation line facing oxide has been bowing-out while the
other part keeps on moving due to applied deformation. Before
detaching from the oxide, a dipole is formed around it and after
depinning dislocation line moves freely. We have observed that the
dislocation is trapped around the oxide and generates dislocation
loops similar to Orowan mechanism. It should be mentioned that
the presence of perfect spherical Orowan loops around the obstacle
has been rarely reported in experimental studies because they have
a higher strain energy than normal straight dislocations [68,69].
number of atoms for (100)oxide jj
e

Total number of atoms for (110)oxide jj
(111)Fe

5 -
6 -
6
8
96
46
35

766821
988549
1150274
1342034
1533747

6 -

nm where Ly is the length of Y axis and d the diameter of the oxide.



Fig. 3. Atomic reaction mechanism between dislocation and oxides' initial position, pinning, depinning and after bypass for 2 nm, 3 nm composite model.
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Fig. 2 displays dislocation depinning interaction mechanism of
different oxides with 0.01 nm/ps deformation speed at 300 K,
where (a), (b), (c), (d) represent 2, 3, 4, 6 nm diameter oxides with
different strains i.e. 0.018, 0.033, 0.045, 0.055, respectively. The
defects at the top of MD snapshots are point defects formed during
creation of dislocation. Granberg et al. [36] investigated the inter-
action of an edge dislocation with carbide precipitates in Fe matrix
of different shapes and detected the formation of Orowan loops
around spherical precipitates of sizes greater than 2 nm. They also
pointed out that larger precipitate sizes follow Orowan depinning
mechanism [6,36] which is in agreement with our results.

Lehtinen et al. [18] mentioned that any precipitate size less than
2 nm should be considered as aweak obstacle. While for sizes more
than 2 nm, Orowan loop was not absorbed after dislocation bypass.
The compression induced by strain energy of larger precipitatemay
cause a rising curvature of dislocation line during bow-out. Our
simulation results clearly demonstrate that the interaction mech-
anism is size dependent as depicted in Fig. 2. It can be seen that
larger oxide particles result in higher depinning stress which could
be a reason for enhanced strengthening effects as reported by Li
et al. [31]. During initial stage of larger oxides dislocation interac-
tion, local stress fields are produced as a result of lattice mismatch
and dislocation exits. Therefore, during shear deformation of Fe
matrix, higher compressive stresses are created which produce
dislocation loops around the oxide and results in enhanced
strengthening effect.

Fig. 3 demonstrates oxide-dislocation atomic reaction mecha-
nism at 0.01 nm/ps deformation speed along its shear strains. In
Fig. 3 (a1-a4), atomic reaction mechanism is shown for 2 nm oxide
during its interaction at 0, 0.014, 0.018 and 0.03 shear strains
respectively. Similarly, Fig. 3(b1-b4) represents atomic reaction
mechanism for 3 nm at 0, 0.0144, 0.033, and 0.04 shear strain
respectively. For sizes more than 2 nm, depinning dislocation
follow an Orowan loop. Furthermore, higher strain rate is experi-
enced for larger oxides and vice versa.
Fig. 4. (a) Stress-strain for [111] direction curves for an edge dislocation with varying
strain rates _g for 4 nm oxide models. (b)e(d) represent the interaction phases for Ar, Br

and Cr in (a).
3.2. Effect of deformation speed

When deformation is applied, dislocation starts to move along
the slip plane and this movement is affected by loading speed. If
applied deformation is increased, oxide-dislocation interaction
reaches a transitional phase during which we can easily observe its
interactionmechanism. Fig. 4 illustrate stress-strain plots for model
having 4 nm embedded oxide particle sheared with different
deformation speeds. The stress-strain curves in Fig. 4 do not show
any obvious elastic-plastic transition other than a higher strain
hardening. Lehtinen et al. [18] used first stress drop as the critical
depinning stress. However, MD snapshots for our case reveals that
the second stress drop corresponds to critical depinning stress. For
red & blue curves shown in Fig. 4(a), Ar, Br and Cr correspond to
0.01 nm/ps deformation speed while Ab, Bb and Cb correspond to
0.05 nm/ps deformation speed with each A, B and C denotes
touching, depinning and bypass respectively. In Fig. 4(a), lower
deformation speed of 0.001 nm/ps is shown by black curve which
has a considerably lower strain rate. Critical depinning stress for
0.01 nm/ps, 0.05 nm/ps and 0.001 nm/ps deformation speeds are
1.8 GPa, 3.4 GPa and 0.5 GPa respectively. This reveals that critical
depinning stress is also directly proportional to the deformation
speed.

Our simulation results show that depinning stress is different
for different deformation speeds. Obviously, higher deformation
speed results in a higher level of depinning stress. This is because
the oxide surrounded by Orowan loop creates greater hindrance for
dislocation movement. Simultaneously, multiple dislocation loops
increase the effective size of the oxide which will improve strain
hardening. Curve deviations found in Fig. 4(a) are due to bonding



Fig. 5. Plots of MD simulations and BKS equation for critical depinning stress sc as a
function of distance between two oxides.
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and debonding of atoms near the interface of oxide and dislocation.
With the passage of time, multiple bonding and debonding of
dislocations with oxides, Fe and their interfaces will eventually lead
to higher critical depinning stress. OVITO visualizations show that
when the dislocation moves closer to the oxide along (110) slip
plane, the attraction between them become stronger. Therefore,
dislocation gliding encounters greater resistance and this in turn
increases the amount of stress required for plastic deformation.
Moreover, our strain rates are comparable to that reported by au-
thors [10,18,37]. Queyreau et al. [68] observed that higher defor-
mation speeds cause multiple Orowan loops which invariably leads
to higher loop size. A similar kind of mechanism is seen during the
interaction of Cu precipitates in bcc Fe [70].

3.3. Critical depinning stress

The critical shear stress is usually measured as a function of
critical angle between dislocation depinning arms called critical
resolved shear stress (CRSS) and is dependent on Peierls stress [71].
Russell et al. [72] has mentioned that angle for depinning arms
could have a relation with dislocation's energy on either side of the
matrix-precipitate interface if the precipitate is softer than the
matrix. In our case, dislocation segments after depinning are almost
parallel while assuming that oxides are hard spheres. Therefore, we
have used Bacon-Knocks-Scattergood (BKS) model [73] to calculate
the critical depinning stress where periodic array of obstacles are
considered. BKS model takes the form of:

sc ¼ C
Gb

L� D
½lnðD

b
Þþ0:7� (1)

where C ¼ 1/2p, L is the distance between two obstacles, D is
diameter of the obstacle, D is harmonic average of L and D given by
D ¼ DL

DþL ,G is shear modulus, b is magnitude of Burgers vector. The
value of impenetrable obstacle like oxide is taken as 0.7. Here,
b ¼ 0.2499 nm and D ¼ 4 nm because (1) is practicable for sizes
greater than 2 nm [6].

In order to obtain elastic parameter for Fe, we have simulated a
smaller box containing ~10000 atoms at very low deformation
speed (0.001 nm/ps). Furthermore, it has been linearly fitted to
obtain anisotropic shear modulus (G〈111〉) which was found to be
59.89 GPa, comparable with other studies [18,74,75].

The distance L between two oxide obstacles is calculated by
measuring the distance between oxide and its mirror counterpart
along Y-axis of the simulation box. Therefore, L¼ Ly - d, where Ly is
the length of Y axis and d is diameter of oxide. To draw a compar-
ison between MD simulation results and BKS model, spherical ox-
ide diameters in range of 2e6 nm was used while L was varied
between 14.4 and 38 nm. To determine the effect of L, we followed
the procedure mentioned earlier except now we varied the atomic
planes having infinite periodic obstacles. Oxide size of 4 nm with
0.05 nm/ps deformation speed was selected for this analysis as
depicted in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 shows the critical depinning stress (sc) obtained fromMD
simulation of (100)oxide jj (111)Fe and (110)oxide jj (111)Fe along with
values of BKS model. Although MD simulation results have higher
values (z5 times) than BKS model but the trend of critical stress is
similar in both models i.e. sc has an inverse dependence on L and
same is consistent with results reported in literature [18,26]. It is
worth mentioning that higher values of sc obtained by MD simu-
lations are in contrast to the results calculated by Lehtinen et al.
[18]. The main reason for contradiction between the two studies is
due to different nature of obstacles and interatomic potentials. We
considered oxide as hard impenetrable obstacle. Therefore, higher
stress is required for the dislocation to bypass which is the primary
reason for strengthening effect in ODS steel. It can be further noted
that (110)oxide jj (111)Fe model require comparatively higher stress
for depinning than (100)oxide jj (111)Fe. Therefore, it is proposed that
by optimizing oxide size and orientation, strengthening effect of
ODS steel can be enhanced.

Dislocation Dynamics (DD) simulation can help to fully under-
stand the underlying mechanism of dislocation interaction by
considering the mobility law at extended scales. We have also
presumed that MD simulation when coupled with large-scale
dislocation dynamics simulation can be beneficial in studying the
fundamental mechanisms between elastic-plastic phases in ODS
steel. The driving force of dislocation line can be obtained through
PeacheKoehler expression by considering the individual disloca-
tions by the stress field of inter dislocations [44],76]. MD simula-
tions are also capable of providing mobility of dislocations
[38,45],77] if a linear relation is considered between applied
deformation and dislocation velocity as implemented in Paradis
[46]. Consequently, multiple dislocations and their interactions can
be simulated on larger scales in DD by taking the data from MD
simulation.

4. Conclusion

In this study, we carried out molecular dynamics simulations to
investigate oxide-dislocation interaction mechanisms based on
sizes, deformation speeds and orientation in ODS steel models. We
have concluded that these factors play a major role in depinning
mechanism. In case of oxide sizes <2 nm, our simulation results
demonstrate that dislocation follows Orowan depinning mecha-
nism without leaving any dislocation loop. On the other hand, any
size �2 nm produces new dislocations segments which increase
obstacle as well as material strength. Likewise, high deformation
speed results in more dislocation loops and invariably enhance
strengthening. Moreover, (110)oxide jj (111)Fe interface requires a
higher depinning stress for the obstacles to bypass. Our results
exhibit a good correlation with simulations performed by different
researchers on precipitate hardening and dislocation interactions of
their respective models. Since Fe in the present model is dominant,
so exchanging FeeFe potential by using many body style like EAM
or MEAM can have new and interesting results. Therefore, further
research on potentials for FeeY2O3 systems is required.
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